Isochronous dynamical systems.
This is a terse review of recent results on isochronous dynamical systems, namely systems of (first-order, generally nonlinear) ordinary differential equations (ODEs) featuring an open set of initial data (which might coincide with the entire set of all initial data), from which emerge solutions all of which are completely periodic (i.e. periodic in all their components) with a fixed period (independent of the initial data, provided they are within the isochrony region). A leitmotif of this presentation is that 'isochronous systems are not rare'. Indeed, it is shown how any (autonomous) dynamical system can be modified or extended so that the new (also autonomous) system thereby obtained is isochronous with an arbitrarily assigned period T, while its dynamics, over time intervals much shorter than the period T, mimics closely that of the original system, or even, over an arbitrarily large fraction of its period T, coincides exactly with that of the original system. It is pointed out that this fact raises the issue of developing criteria providing, for a dynamical system, some kind of measure associated with a finite time scale of the complexity of its behaviour (while the current, standard definitions of integrable versus chaotic dynamical systems are related to the behaviour of a system over infinite time).